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Opener: Welcome back to LG! Talk about one high of your summer and one
low of your summer. Where do you see God in both?
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Read
Psalm 51 (For the backstory, familiarize yourself with 2 Samuel 11-12)
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Engage with God in your Group
• If you know king David’s story from 2 Samuel 11-12, where do you
see David’s rebellion and hard-heartedness in his sin?
• What are key moments in his story where God tries to reveal
David’s sin and rescue him from himself?
• What makes seeing our sin and owning it is so difficult? (Be specific)
• Have you ever had a “Nathan” in your life who was willing to call
you out and stop the cycle of rebellion in your life? How did you
respond at first? How did you ultimately respond?
• Have you ever been a “Nathan” for someone? What was that like?
• In Psalm 51, David is broken before the Lord. His pattern was:
confrontation of sin. . .confession and owning of sin. . .and then
contrition (agreeing with God about our sin and wanting it gone). If
you examined your life, where would you be with handling the sin
that God has revealed? Confronted. . .confessing and owning. .
.broken and contrite? Where do you want to be?
• The desire for this week is that we would let God remove the sin He
has revealed in us and for us not to pretend it’s not there.
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Bottom Line: Brokenness is a good thing because new life comes out of
brokenness.
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Prayer for this week: Jesus, the one thing that I want this week is that you
would allow me to smell the stench of my sin and break me. In my
brokenness, I ask that you would restore to me the joy of your salvation.
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